CONSTRUCTING BEAUTIFUL INTERFACES IN WINDOWS FORMS

“The customizable built-in themes available in every Syncfusion Windows Forms control helped the project deliver an appealing UI to end users, and saved significant design time on the development end.”

BENEFITS

- Significantly reduced design time.
- Beautifully designed components
- Easy-to-use tools.

CHALLENGE & SOLUTIONS

Owning and running a business requires constant juggling of time, funds, and expectations, both in-house and for the customer. As the owner of Cybertec, Rodolfo faced all these challenges and more in a recent Windows Forms project. In addition to saving time, Rodolfo had a particular need to implement stunning visuals and interfaces, and found Syncfusion’s Essential Studio for Windows Forms the ideal solution.

Essential Studio for Windows Forms has been steadily improved and expanded for over a decade, and now boasts more than 115 components spanning data visualization, grids, layouts, notifications, and much more. The variety of controls alone was a significant factor in leading Rodolfo to choose Syncfusion. Despite the complex feature set many of the components boast, Rodolfo was able to integrate them smoothly into the project, and had easy access to Syncfusion support staff should any problems arise. The customizable built-in themes available in every Syncfusion Windows Forms control helped the project deliver an appealing UI to end users, and saved significant design time on the development end.